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Because, with it's breathtakingly executed backwaters, overlooking the soothing blue water of the
Arabian Sea, Kerala is one of the blessed states in India. Now, a UNISCO world heritage site,
Kerala's most visiting tourist destination, it was once declared as e-literacy state in India. Today
tourists come here for leisure with their families, friends and associates. The main draw is the
crystalline backwaters, beholding beautifully intoxicate insights of rustic villages. Add to these
backwaters, wooden luxury houseboats serving greatest sea dishes, elegant 5-star hotels and
adventure sports facilities that make your holiday remarkable. Which is why, Indian travel operators
have been introduced numerous Kerala tour packages amongst niche for competing tough
competition.

Periyar national park in Kerala has captured the attractions of innumerable choices of enthusiast
visitors. It protects the highest rate of tigers within the total area of 777 sq km, out of which 360 sq
km are dotted with thickly forests and dense vegetation. The main attraction is the Periyar Lake
which is thronged with elephants in sunny days or warm seasons. Animals usually come here to
swim and to play with their associates during it. The month of October is considered as the perfect
time to visit here for having extremely tremendous experience. This place also thronged by tourists
during December to January. In summers, this fantastic national park offers very pleasing sights of
elephants and Chittal to behold.

Beaches in Kerala are yet another charming draw beholding overflowing ocean waves, white sands
and seafood at the beach sides. While surfing in to water, you will be overwhelmed with Small
Islands at the centre of sea which offers extremely joyful sights to behold. The pristine beaches also
offer you an excellent opportunity to swim and surf several activities such as water scootering,
under-diving, para-sailing etc. This month, inns, chic Hotels & resorts are opening their doors again;
many of them offered special accommodation facilities along with unique cuisine to savour in Goa.

For most travelers, the perfect month to visit Kerala is between April to August- when pleasing
ambiance of nature enough to enjoy and houseboats and resorts welcomes with excellent
hospitality without hotchpotch. During it, this stunning region is over-run by the tourists-they come
for enjoy their holidays, not to trade and chic hotels are rocked, but on the plus point is to participate
in Kerala festivals. Except it, one can also visit here throughout the year for many purposes.

Consequently, choose Kerala tourism for your best holiday and enjoy unmatched natural sights.
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Aloktrch - About Author:
Alok has a great interest to share his knowledge about travel and tourism in India. He writes article
for Culture Holidays India Pvt. Ltd. one of the leading Travel and Tourism Company in India which
are offering you best offers a Kerala holiday packages with a South India tour  according to your
flavors and convenience.
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